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These products are designed and intended for use by those 14 years of age and older. 

More than three decades after the debut of COSMOS™: A Personal Voyage, Carl Sagan’s iconic

exploration of the universe as revealed by science, set off on a new voyage for the stars with

COSMOS™: A SpaceTime Odyssey. Airing this spring on FOX and National Geographic Channel, 

this 13-part science-based adventure series serves as a successor to the Emmy and Peabody 

Award-winning original series. Written by Sagan’s collaborator Ann Druyan, hosted by renowned

astrophysicist Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson, and produced by Seth MacFarlane, Mitchell Cannold, and 

Brannon Braga, the new series transports viewers to distant worlds for a vision of the cosmos on 

the grandest—and the smallest—scale.

COSMOS™: A SpaceTime Odyssey introduces the abundant, natural beauty of the universe we

live in, and challenges us to explore it for ourselves. Discover your world in vivid detail with official 

licensed products by Celestron. There’s no better way to appreciate nature, wildlife, celestial 

objects, and microscopic wonders than with Celestron optics. Locate galaxies with a tap of your 

smartphone using the Cosmos™ 90GT WiFi Telescope. Or, reveal strange life forms hidden in 

your backyard with the Cosmos™ LCD Digital Microscope. View subtle details, like the petals of 

wildflowers, or massive geological features like the jagged edges of a distant mountain with the 

Cosmos™ Tree of Life Binocular. With Cosmos™: A SpaceTime Odyssey by Celestron, see a new 

world impossible to discern with the naked eye. Your journey begins now!

“We are a way for the cosmos to know itself.”

-COSMOS: A Personal Voyage by Carl Sagan, Ann Druyan, and Steven Soter

celestron.com/cosmos

2014 Official licensed telescOpes, binOculars, and micrOscOpes

Your purchase of the Cosmos 60 AZ telescope includes a complimentary 
membership in the International Dark-Sky Association, a non-profit 
dedicated to preserving the beauty of the night sky for future generations. 
Celestron will donate a portion of the proceeds from each Cosmos 60 AZ 
to support IDA’s efforts to minimize light pollution.



discOVer tHe uniVerse  
and wirelessly control your telescope with your smartphone or 
tablet using the free COSMOS™ Celestron Navigator mobile 
app! Optional hand control sold separately for use without a 
mobile device.

each cosmos telescope Includes:
  COSMOS™ Cosmic Calendar wall poster and the 
free COSMOS™ Celestron Navigator mobile app!

a versatile digital lcd microscope with a built in 5mp camera and 3.5” 
color lcd screen.  Great for use in the field, in the classroom or in the lab.

features
3.5” TFT Color LCD screen | Built in 5 MP digital camera | 4x digital zoom | 
Celestron Portable CapturePro software | 2G Micro SD memory card included | 
Rechargeable lithium ion battery makes unit portable | AC adapter | AV Cable 
for connecting to external monitor or projector included | PC use is optional 
with included Capture Pro software  

BONUS: Includes 2 GB SD Card Pre-loaded with 50 microscopic images.

portable lcd digital microscope with built-in 3 mp camera. 
capture images and video of your discoveries!

features
2.4” Color LCD screen | Built-in 3 MP digital camera | Optical powers 1X  
to 3.7X and 54X | 4X digital zoom | 2G SD memory card included | 128 MB 
Internal flash memory | Adjustable LED illumination | Powered by 2 AA 
batteries (user supplied) 

BONUS: Includes 2 GB SD Card Pre-loaded with 50 microscopic images.

this 40X to 600X compound microscope kit comes packed with 
accessories and features allowing for experimenting right out of  
the box.

features
Compound biological microscope with powers from 40X to 600X | 10X to 20X 
zoom eyepiece with high-quality glass optics  | 4X, 15X, 30X objective lenses 
feature high quality glass optics | Accessories include: 3 prepared slides, 2 blank 
slides, 1 hole (well) slide, rocks, honeybee wing, shrimp, light diffuser, needle 
probe, eye dropper, and tweezers | Powered by 2AA batteries (user supplied) 

a versatile binocular with high-performance optics, the perfect companion 
for all your outdoor adventures.

features
Phase coated BaK-4 prisms increase contrast and resolution for crisp, clear images | 
Fully multi-coated optics provide maximum light transmission through the entire optical 
path | Twist-up eyecups for comfortable viewing | Protective earth-tone rubber cover | 
Waterproof and fogproof (nitrogen purged) | Water-resistant neoprene carrying case | 
Neck strap | Limited lifetime warranty

portable and lightweight, this 76 mm reflector telescope is great for 
viewing star clusters, galaxies and nebulae.

features
Lightweight and portable; a great grab-and-go telescope  | Simple design makes 
it easy for beginners to use | No-tool setup has you up and observing in no time | 
Includes 2 Kellner eyepieces - 20 mm (15X) 1.25”, 10 mm (30X) 1.25” | Red-dot 
StarPointer finderscope included | Weighs less than 5 pounds

BONUS:   COSMOS™ Cosmic Calendar wall poster. Download the free 
COSMOS™ Celestron Navigator mobile app!

an ideal telescope for terrestrial and astronomical observing. Your purchase  
supports the international dark-sky association and includes a free membership.

features
700 mm focal length (f /12) | 60 mm (2.36”) aperture refractor telescope | Fully Coated 
Optics | Built-on finderscope | Pan handle with built-in clutch | Two 1.25” eyepieces - 35x and 
70x | Quick-release accessory tray

BONUS:   COSMOS™ Cosmic Calendar wall poster. Download the free COSMOS™ 
Celestron Navigator mobile app!

control your telescope wirelessly and locate celestial objects with the cOsmOs™ 
celestron navigator app for your smartphone or tablet.

features
90 mm objective lens gathers 160X more light than the naked eye | COSMOS™ Ship of the 
Imagination 3D design on fork arm mount with flashing red LED lights | Computerized Altitude 
-Azimuth mount with collapsible aluminum tripod | Built-in WiFi for wireless operation using your 
tablet or smartphone with the  COSMOS™ Celestron Navigator mobile app

BONUS:   COSMOS™ Cosmic Calendar wall poster. Download the free COSMOS™ 
Celestron Navigator mobile app!
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